New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Interstellar Opens on Earth in the distant future, as Mother Nature is waging war
on humanity. Famine is widespread, and all of mankind's resources are now
dedicated to farming in a desperate fight for survival. A former NASA pilot and
engineer named Cooper (Matthew McConaughey) has become a homesteader
in order to support his teenage son Tom (Timothee Chalamet) and 10-year-old
daughter Murph (Mackenzie Foy). Unfortunately, even that begins to look like a
futile endeavor after a sandstorm ravages their close-knit community.
Meanwhile, a seemingly supernatural mystery begins to unfold when the
"ghost" that dwells in Murph's room sends her a mysterious set of coordinates -which lead the curious father/daughter duo to a clandestine underground base
housing the remnants of NASA. There, renowned physicist Professor Brand
(Michael Caine) has been working with a team of astronauts and scientists to
find a new planet capable of sustaining human life. Brand quickly persuades
Cooper to pilot a mission that will hopefully carry the seeds of human life to a
habitable planet in another galaxy. Cooper is soon bound for space with Brand's
daughter Amelia (Anne Hathaway) and researchers Doyle (Wes Bentley) and
Romilly (David Gyasi). Paramount
Island of Lemurs: Madagascar Morgan Freeman narrates Island of Lemurs:
Madagascar, the incredible true story of nature's greatest explorers - lemurs.
Captured with IMAX 3D cameras, the film takes audiences on a spectacular
journey to the remote and wondrous world of Madagascar. Lemurs arrived in
Madagascar as castaways millions of years ago and evolved into hundreds of
diverse species but are now highly endangered. Join trailblazing scientist
Patricia Wright on her lifelong mission to help these strange and adorable
creatures survive in the modern world. Directed by David Douglas and written
and produced by Drew Fellman, Island of Lemurs: Madagascar is a presentation
of Warner Bros. Warner
Vengeance of an Assassin In this action packed martial arts flick - the final film
directed by Panna Rittikrai before his death in July of 2014 - Dan Chupong stars
as Natee, an assassin tasked with protecting the daughter of a powerful boss.
When his orders are changed to kill the girl instead of protect her, he has to dig
deeply into a web of deception to discover a plot to frame him. Well Go USA
Enter The Dangerous Mind Filmmakers Youssef Delara and Victor Teran double
up on directorial duties for this gritty drama set in the underground dubstep
scene, and centering on a socially maladjusted musical savant named Jim (Jake
Hoffman) who grows obsessed with Wendy (Nikki Reed), the sympathetic social
worker driven by her selfless desire to save him. When Wendy rejects Jim's
romantic advances he loses control, prompting her to seek out her mentor Kevin
in an attempt to pull her troubled charge back from the brink of a complete
psychological collapse. Jake Hoffman, Thomas Dekker, Scott Bakula, and Jason
Priestley also star. Well Go USA
Pelican Dreams What's it like to try to get to know a flying dinosaur? Pelican
Dreams follows a wayward California brown pelican from her "arrest" on the
Golden Gate Bridge into care at a wildlife rehabilitation facility, and from their
explores pelicans' nesting grounds, Pacific coast migration and survival
challenges. The film is about wilderness: how close can we get to a wild animal
without taming or harming it? Why do we need wilderness in our lives and how
can we protect it? Cinedigm
Manny A man who overcame insurmountable odds to become one of the most
loved and respected athletes of all time. From a starving teenager who fought to
feed his family, to a Congressman working tirelessly to improve the lives of his
people, Manny is a hard hitting feature length documentary film that explores
the many triumphs and tribulations of Filipino boxing sensation Manny
Pacquiao. Starz / Anchor Bay
Always Woodstock Aspiring singer Catherine (Allison Miller) flees NYC for her
hometown of Woodstock to write music, and reluctantly falls in love with Noah
(James Wolk), the town doctor. Meanwhile, as Catherine's creativity begins to
return, she finds support in the form of a local legend (Katey Sagal) and
discovers that self-realization is the secret to success. Starz / Anchor Bay
Diamond Heist When two dancers mysteriously disappear from outside his
London club, Terence (Michael Madsen) a notorious diamond smuggler, needs to
find some replacements fast. His old colleague and former diamond man Jack
Varga (Vinnie Jones) offers up his own recruits, but Varga has ulterior motives.
Diamond Heist is action-packed with unremitting twists and turns. Cinedigm
Mom's Day Away Laura Miller (Bonnie Somerville) is happy married and the
mother of two healthy children, but as another Mother's Day draws near, :aura
begins to feel unappreciated in her hectic household. Feeling as though
motherhood has halted her own personal and professional aspirations, Laura
seeks escape with her unmarried, but very successful friend Trish (Ona Grauer).
Though Laura thrives during her Mother's Day break in Napa, she soon discovers
that without family, the thrills of life's successes and adventures don't mean as
much. Cinedigm
The Simon Wiesenthal Collection Includes 12 acclaimed films on Jewish History
including 2 Academy Award winners for Best Documentary (Genocide, Long Way
Home). Narrators include Elizabeth Taylor, Orson Welles, Patrick Stewart, Sir Ben
Kingsley, Whoopi Goldberg. The other films are Liberation, Echoes That Remain,
Unlikely Heroes, In Search of Peace, Ever Again, I Have Never Forgotten You,
Winston Churchill: Walking With Destiny, It Is No Dream, The Prime Ministers Part
I & II. Cinedigm
Beside Still Waters Mourning the sudden death of his parents, Daniel invites his
childhood friends up to their lake house in an attempt to relive the glory days of
their youth -- whether they like it or not. Things take a turn for the worse when it
becomes clear that none of his friends share his nostalgia for the good old days
and his ex-girlfriend shows up with a new fianc. But as the night progresses,
secrets are confessed, romances are rekindled, and a particularly epic game of
Whiskey Slaps is played. Cinedigm

